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Overview
A bold visionary with 
a special gift for 
orchestrating scenes of 
mayhem, George Miller’s 
films tend to feature both 
stunning action set-pieces 
and thoughtful use of 
mythic storytelling. 

Taking grim inspiration from his original career as a 
medical doctor in the Australian Outback, he made 
his first splash with his debut feature film Mad Max 
(1979), a violent sci-fi action film set in a crumbling 
near-future Australia, where the nation’s roads have 
fallen to gangs of marauding bikers. Enlivened with 
extraordinary car chases and buoyed by a sense of 
style which belied its low budget, the film was an 
international success. Miller would return to that 
world for three sequels, each of which pushed his 
vision of a post-apocalyptic Australian Outback to 
ever greater extremes. 
 
Away from his signature Mad Max franchise, he has 
given us works as diverse as the children’s films Babe 
(1995), Happy Feet (2006) and their sequels, as well 
as the true-life medical drama Lorenzo’s Oil (1992). 

Stylistically, Miller favours elaborate production 
design and intensely cinematic action set-pieces 
and, as a storyteller, he likes to apply grand mythic 
structures and archetypes to his work. The Babe 
and Happy Feet films are essentially children’s 
fables, the Mad Max sequels are all framed as post-

Apocalyptic legends, and Lorenzo’s Oil, despite 
being closely based on actual events, adds a mythic 
gloss to a real-life medical quest. 

Some techniques for study and 
exploration:
•  Use of intensified continuity and rapid editing, 

as in Mad Max: Fury Road (2015), where many 
vehicular collisions feature shots less than a 
quarter second in length and sequences build to a 
crescendo

•  Use of centred framing to ensure that all vital 
story information is positioned in the middle of 
each frame as seen throughout Mad Max: Fury Road

•  Use of flash frames, which are short shots that 
may only be one or two frames in length, as 
seen in Babe: Pig in the City (1998), when the 
film’s hero faces certain death and the scene is 
interrupted by frequent flash-frames showing his 
earlier life

•  Use of moving camera, such as short forward 
tracking shots 

•  Use of variable frame rates, such as under-
cranking, which is shooting action at less than 24 
frames per second as seen repeatedly in 
Mad Max: Fury Road

•  Use of imaginative and detailed production 
design, often featuring repurposed aspects of 
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the real world, for example in Babe: Pig in the City, 
the film’s setting is a composite metropolis 
combining aspects of every major world city and 
in Mad Max: Fury Road most of the props and 
costumes are re-purposed everyday items 

•  Minimal use of dialogue with long sequences of 
‘pure cinema’

Some recommended texts:*
The Twilight Zone: The Movie (1983)
(“Nightmare at 30,000 Feet” segment)

Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome (1985)

Babe: Pig in the City (1998)

Happy Feet (2006) 

Mad Max: Fury Road (2015)

*Please note that the filmography of some practitioners 
featuring in the A2 MIA fact file series may include 18 certificate 
films. These films, if significant, may be mentioned in the 
overview to provide career background but will not be listed 
as recommended for study by CCEA. It is the responsibility of 
the teacher to ensure that students only view films with age 
appropriate content and certification.

Many films have had their certification reviewed in recent 
years. For more details go to www.bbfc.co.uk and use the film 
certification search function.
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